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Regional study Europe
 Very diverse set of countries 
 Focus on selected countries, each one reflecting a region

The case studies
 France (EU)
 United Kingdom (EU / Brexit)
 Norway (EEA)
 Italy (EU)
 Poland (EU)

Variation along key dimensions
 Size and population
 Key economic figures
 …last but not least, size of state budget s

Variation in market 
penetration of EVs
at national level

I. Introduction: A Regional Study on EV in Europe 
…a very diverse set of countries



No. of passenger cars as 
of 2010*

No. of EVs, 
PHEVS, HEVs as 
of 2010/2012*

Target market 
share of new car 
registration by 
2020**

Existing 
Infrastructure 
(charging 
points)**

As of 2018 Targets by 
2020***

As of 2018

France 31m 44’000 38% 1’600 22’637 97’000 39’158

UK 30m 130’000
(80’000****)

11% 703 4’738 122’000 59’911

Norway 2m 3’400 10% 3708 11’098 30’000 86’290

Italy 36m 1’200-10’000 6% 1350 3’562 125’000 9’227

Poland 16m 800 1% 27 1’093 46’000 270 

*IA-HEV (2012) ‘The Implementing Agreement for co-operation on Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Technologies and Programmes (IA-HEV), IA-
HEV Member Countries’, Available online: http://www.ieahev.org/by-country (accessed 15.11.2012) and CleanVehicleEurope (2012) ‘Clean 
Vehicle Portal provided by the European Commission, Info per Member State’, Available online: http://www.cleanvehicle.eu/info-per-country-
and-eu-policy/member-states/france/national-level 
** EU COM (2013) Clean power for transport – Frequently asked questions. January 2013
***Target market share of new car registration by 2020  (Polk (2011). Electric Vehicle Demand Global forecast through 2030. October 2011)
****Passenger vehicles
*****Source IA-HEV (2019), OFV (2019) PZPM (2020)

New RegistrationsCharging Infrastructure *****

II. The Case Studies: EV Figures
…from plans in 2010 to realities in 2018 



EU energy policy is driving EV-policy activities in Member States

A. EU 20-20-20 targets (reflected in the energy policies of Member States)
- 20% CO2 reduction from 1990 levels
- 20% increase in renewable energy consumption (transport: 10%)
- 20% increase in energy efficiency 

B. EU key legislation (strongly affecting EV market penetration in Europe)
- Mandatory limit of 130g CO2-emmissions /km for new cars since 2012 
- “EU Cars Regulation” being amended to accommodate for 95g by 2020
- EU Transport policy

C. Other EU policy areas affecting EV
- Transportation
- Environment
- Research

- EV-Infrastructure
- Market penetration
- R&D
- Standardization

Brexit & Covid-
19-Cirisis to help 

the EU reach 
those goals 

III. E-Mobility Policy in Europe: A Multiple Level Framework
…key drivers behind the national EV public policy



Government strategy and activities affecting EVs
 “Electric Vehicle Plan” (14 Points Plan with horizon: 2020)

− Promoting the development of HEVs and Evs
 Intention: Phase out conventional cars by 2040

Legislation affecting EVs
 “Grenelle I and Grenelle II” environmental legislation (dating 

back to 2007 to the Grenelle round table, Grenelle II 
addresses charging infrastructure)
− Promoting charging points, infrastructure (support cities)
− Encouraging purchase of EVs (financial, none-financial 

incentives)
− Supporting R&D and standardization of plugs 

Rational behind the support for EVs
 EV-policy part of French industrial policy (as a car 

manufacturing country)
 Ambition to create a prospering EV and HEV-industry 

IV. Case Study: France
… key driver: France’s Industrial Policy.



Government strategy and activities affecting EVs
 Four-Year Business Plan 2011-2015: Decarburization of Road 

Transport
 Office of Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) (=> not only HEVs or 

EVs)
− Nationwide strategy to promote EV-infrastructure 
− Support pilot programs 
− Support standardization (early adoption of EU standards)
− Coordinate and consolidate R&D support 
− Promote purchase of ultra-low emission vehicles

 Intention: Phase out conventional cars by 2050

Rational behind the support for EVs
 UK’s support for EV strongly embedded in governmental R&D 

support
 Ambition to become a leader in R&D for low-emission vehicles 

IV. Case Study: United Kingdom (UK) 
… key driver: UK’s R&D ambitions.



Government strategy and activities affecting EVs
 Key strategy: “Commitment to a Change in Vehicle Technology”

− Banned notion of “green”, “clean” etc. for all car ads
− Gov. representatives still promote idea to ban all gasoline-

only cars
− Intention: Phase out conventional cars by 2025
− Goal: Pressure car industry to develop new technology 

faster
 Key initiative: “Grønn Bil” (Green Car)

 Set up by Norwegian energy companies to facilitate 
introduction of 200’000 EVs and HEVs by 2020

 Member of steering committee: Transnova (subsidy of 
Norwegian Ministry of Transportation) and Association of 
Norwegian Municipalities

Rational behind the support for EVs
 Norway shows the strongest and most determined support for 

EVs
 Broad support base: Society, economy and policy-makers share 

same goal

IV. Case Study: Norway
… key driver: Norway’s gas & oil wealth.



Government strategy and activities affecting EVs
 Key strategy: “Commitment to Support Electric Mobility”
 Driven by growing interest of Italian electric companies in:

− Market prospects for EVs
− Impact of EVs on electricity grid

Legislation affecting EVs 
 “Measures to favor the development of mobility by using 

vehicles without CO2 emissions” (Law no. 2844)
 “Measures for the realization of infrastructure aimed at 

assisting the broad introduction of EVs” (Law no. 3553)

Rational behind the support for EVs
 EV-policy part of Italy’s industrial policy (as a car manufacturing 

country) 
 Important: Policy-making and support for EVs takes place at 

federal and regional level (e.g. public procurement and LEZ) 

IV. Case Study: Italy
… key driver: Italy’s electricity companies.



Government strategy and activities affecting EVs
 Polish government has declared a general commitment to 

support E-Mobility but no particular strategy has been adopted so 
far (same for legislation)

 EU is main policy-driver concerning EVs
− EU legislation (130g / 95g limits)
− EU 20-20-20 targets
− Increase in use of renewables in transport to 10% by 2020
− Funded EVs Pilot Projects (“Fuel for Warsaw”, “Cars for 

Warsaw”) 
 Key policy document  affecting EVs: “Energy Policy of Poland 

until 2030”
 Private initiative to support E-Mobility: “Green Stream Project” 

driven by Association of Electrical Engineers and Institute of 
Electrical Engineering

Rational behind the support for EVs
 Poland is not particularly active concerning the support of EVs
 Poland is considerably active in the area of biofuels to replace 

coal fuels and supports the gasification of transport 

IV. Case Study: Poland
… key driver: Poland’s private sector.



The current increase of EVs in Europe is government-driven
 Regulatory measures CO2-emmission limits (130g / 95g)
 Financial incentives and support schemes 

(tax-incentives, discounts, etc.)
 Bans and restrictions e.g. LEZ
 Other benefits e.g. use of fast-lane on highways, permission to drive 

in LEZ

Going forward the key challenge will be:
 How to enable market actors to create sustainable business 

models in the area of E-Mobility and the use of EVs in daily life? 

Key factors determining the creation of sustainable 
business models:
a. Technological development: Increasing competitiveness of E-Mobility
b. Ability to monetize the benefits of E-Mobility: Enabling market actors 

to create services that support EVs market penetration (e.g. 
infrastructure)

V. Going Forward: How to increase the market share of EVs?
… key challenge: Sustainable business models.



Technological development is key in the area of EVs
 Providing the basis for sustainable and successful market penetration
 Increasing competitiveness vis-à-vis ICE-vehicles
 Enabling innovative business solutions 

A closer look at EVs competitiveness vis-à-vis ICE-vehicles:
“Electric mobility in Switzerland: Opportunities and risks Technology Assessment for TA-
Swiss (Center for Technology Assessment)”

VI. Important Other Factors Enabling E-Mobility 
…competitiveness and future: EV vs. ICE-vehicles.

Volkswagen Arteon 4motion* Tesla Model 3*

* US Department of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy: Rating 2020 Best and Worst Fuel Economy Vehicles

De Haan, Zah (2013) Electric mobility in Switzerland: Opportunities and risks, Technology Assessment for TA-Swiss. Free download of the
study report: www.ta-swiss.ch or www.vdf.ethz.ch: «Chancen und Risiken der Elektromobilitaet» (PDF, 241 pages, 10 MB) with 3-page 
summaries in English, French, Italian.



Vehicle level
 Efficiency increase per year for all relevant vehicle components
 Same approach for BEV and for ICE (with strong efficiency increases for ICE due 

to 130g/95g targets)
 Full LCA for 4 vehicle sizes
 Special focus: «3-wheelers» segment (i.e. Renault Twizy)

System level:
 Bottom-up modeling of BEV market penetration (hypothetic future BEV fleet on sale, 

per year > detailed microsimulation of car market > BEV market share)

 Energy demand and CO2 emissions for cars, including traffic increase
 Special focus: Threat of rebound effects and options to counteract
 Recommendations for policy makers, industry, etc.

EVs Competitiveness vis-à-vis ICE-vehicles
…about the study: Key assumptions. 



 Future development of cars, power supply and user behavior for the years 2012, 2020, 
2035 und 2050.

 eMobility = electric engine + >50% power from grid: H2-cars and hybrids are excluded

14

Combustion engine

Scope of the Study
…focus on car user behavior: 2012, 2020, 2035, 2050.



Future development of car components (Literature study)
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Future development of power supply (Gov. Scenarios)

Environmental impact assessment

Env. Impacts of future electric cars (LCA)

EV penetration model (ABM)

Env. Impacts of Swiss fleet

Study Content
…literature, scenarios, models.



ICE

 Efficiency of
drive train

BEV

 Costs and energy density
of batteries

 Car heating

> 30% gain in efficiency
until 2035

Future development of car components
…efficiency gains apply to BEV and ICE!
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Batteries are treaded as key factor for e-mobility penetration
…but is range really the decisive factor?
 Switzerland: Average range 33 km per day
 A charging unit that allows for  330-450 km results in up to 10-13 days of usage
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Potential Development of Battery Costs
…according to all models: Clearly decreasing. 
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Study Content
…literature, scenarios, models.

Future development of car components (Literature study)

Future development of power supply (Gov. Scenarios)

Environmental impact assessment

Environmental Impacts of future electric cars (LCA)

EV penetration model (ABM)

Env. Impacts of Swiss fleet
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80%

<10%

greenhouse gas emissions compact-cars (kg CO2-eq/km)

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2012 to 2050
…BEV constant, while ICE decreasing intensity per km
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BEV; certified eco-power, CH, real

BEV; governmental scenario, CH, real

BEV; consumer mix, CH, real

BEV; natural gas power plant , EU, real

BEV; consumer mix, EU, real

BEV; coal power plant , EU, real

ICE; EU-goal 2025, 70g/km CH, NEDC

ICE; EU-goal 2025, 70g/km CH, real

ICE; Canadian oil sands CH, real

Greenhouse gas emissions (g CO2-eq./km)

The role of the electricity mix
…BEV constant, while ICE decreasing intensity per km
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Study Content
…literature, scenarios, models.

Future development of car components (Literature study)

Future development of power supply (Gov. Scenarios)

Environmental impact assessment

Environmental Impacts of future electric cars (LCA)

EV penetration model (ABM)

Env. Impacts of Swiss fleet



Maximum global production capacity for EV
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Produktionskapazität
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EV Market Penetration: A Closer Look at Forecasts
…forecasts higher then technical production capacity! 



Business as usual

BAU

Efficiency

EFF

Connected Mobility

COM
Normal technological
development:

Cars are getting slightly 
more efficient but not 
smaller

Governmental pressure 
towards efficiency: 

Cars are getting smaller, 
lighter and more efficient

Change in mobility
behaviour:

• «Pull»: electric cars are 
trendy, social networks 
for car sharing, good 
public transport

• «Push»: km-pricing; 
traffic jams

EV Market Penetration Scenarios (I) 
…generally three approaches. 
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EV Market Penetration Scenarios (II) 
…modelled penetration rates for BAU, EFF, COM. 
Maximum global production capacity for EV
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EV Market Penetration Scenarios (III) 
…coexistence for EV and ICE cars after 2050. 

Electric mobility will 
never reach 100%.

It will co-existence 
with ICE cars even 
after 2050.



 Focus on efficiency for all cars: positive impacts on all aspects. Indirect 
support of electric mobility. Reduces risk for wrong incentives

 From mineral oil tax to road tax: start smooth transition soon. This 
supports also mixed mobility for long distance driving.

 Focus on recycling: improve component reuse and recycling of lithium 
and rare metals from electric cars.

 Rebound effects: equal taxes per km. Keep car ownership tax (even for 
small cars).

27

Study: Conclusions  
…evidence based policy recommendations. 



Besides supporting technological innovation, enabling market actors 
to design innovative business models in the area of infrastructure is 
key to allow for sustainable market penetration of EVs. 

Infrastructure may get a boost by linking e-mobility with:
• Integration of renewable power producers at residential level (e.g. 

photovoltaic)
• Demand side management: Load balancing, operating reserves
• Combined services: Cooperation with shopping malls, garages etc.

There is need for:
 Increasing data quality and collection concerning EV-use and users
 Fostering and sharing knowledge on innovative business models 
 Reducing legal and regulatory uncertainty
 Fostering smart grids at local level (integration of EVs)

What Else?
…enabling market actors! 



Thank you. 
Q&A
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